Papers

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

**Q1** You can hear everything that's going on next door because the walls are paper ......
A long  B wide  C thin  D tall

**Q2** We're going to the college tonight to hear Professor Kent ..... a paper on language learning on the net.
A speak  B deliver  C raise  D talk

**Q3** I can't see the point of trying to settle the dispute between those two institutions because you'll just be papering over the ......
A fissures  B splits  C divisions  D cracks

**Q4** After the first revolution the dictator no longer had much control and became just a paper ......
A lion  B tiger  C elephant  D cat

**Q5** The cross country run where the runners follow a track of pieces of paper is called a paper ......
A chase  B race  C relay  D sport

**Q6** Some countries have some very interesting designs on their paper ......
A cash  B coinage  C money  D pay

**Q7** Not that it has happened yet but the age of the computer was meant to introduce the idea of the paper..... office.
A minus  B few  C least  D less

**Q8** The main work has just been completed and all we have to do now is finish the paper ......
A task  B job  C work  D function

**Q9** She was given a very decorative paper ..... to stop all her papers blowing away once the window was opened.
A weight  B heavy  C block  D stone

**Q10** Her first novel was a huge success and it was only a few weeks after publication that the paper ..... came out.
A side  B edition  C back  D book
ANSWERS: Papers

Q1 You can hear everything that’s going on next door because the walls are paper......
C thin

Q2 We’re going to the college tonight to hear Professor Kent ..... a paper on language learning on the net.
B deliver

Q3 I can’t see the point of trying to settle the dispute between those two institutions because you’ll just be papering over the ......
D cracks

Q4 After the first revolution the dictator no longer had much control and became just a paper......
B tiger

Q5 The cross country run where the runners follow a track of pieces of paper is called a paper......
A chase

Q6 Some countries have some very interesting designs on their paper......
C money

Q7 Not that it has happened yet but the age of the computer was meant to introduce the idea of the paper..... office.
D less

Q8 The main work has just been completed and all we have to do now is finish the paper......
C work

Q9 She was given a very decorative paper ..... to stop all her papers blowing away once the window was opened.
A weight

Q10 Her first novel was a huge success and it was only a few weeks after publication that the paper ..... came out.
C back